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̔Soldiers and Shirkers̓
MODERNITY AND NEW ZEALAND MASCULINITY
DURING THE GREAT WAR1

DURING THE GREAT WAR belligerent societies made heavy investments,
emotional and physical, in their armies. They also invested ideologically,
stocking their military forces — at least rhetorically — with men who embodied
collective mythologies. These myths brought together distinctive characteristics
and idealised qualities, so that soldiers, whether Tommies, Poilus or Diggers,
were depicted as possessing both the typical characteristics and the high ideals
of the society for which they fought. Such depictions contrast sharply with
another set of circulated imagery: that of the man shunning participation. This
‘shirker’ antitype presented the subject as a physical degenerate who lacked
moral fibre.2 The contrasts between soldiers and shirkers are so complementary
that these two concepts are best understood not as separate yet concerted
models but as a cohesive expression of orthodox thought around masculinity.
This interplay of archetype and antitype is readily observable in the New
Zealand sources.3 The New Zealand version of the ideal soldier is apparent in
Anzac mythology which intertwines heroic and, allegedly, typical masculine
qualities. The character profile gives prominence to physical prowess, mental
toughness, courage, a laconic yet humorous spirit, a natural propensity for
egalitarianism and a talent for ingenuity.4 Shirkers, on the other hand, were
‘parasites, drones, loafers, decadents and hangers on’, and insults to the
standards displayed at the front.5
The appearance of such archetypes and antitypes might be perceived as
indicative of how ideas were controlled, manipulated and presented during
wartime. Their appearance, however, is also reflective of how wartime
discourse drew upon material from the pre-war cultural landscape. Notions of
soldiers and shirkers were mobilised extensions of pre-war sentiments around
modern masculinity, and wartime imaginings mobilised recognised discourse,
familiar imagery and established social orientations.6
This article seeks to track the emergence of these cultural expressions
in the modern environment and to understand how such language, imagery
and social commentary continued, in a more intense fashion, in the wartime
environment.7 The advantage gained by starting the story earlier is an improved
appreciation of the location of such messages within the cultural landscape
and the connection between the public and media constructs. As Jay Winter
has noted, ‘the most powerful propaganda did not come from the centres of
power, but rather from within these societies themselves. … It worked because
it drew images and notions broadcast from below.’8 Furthermore, the means in
which this material was enlisted and circulated also speaks to a wider public
engagement than is sometimes considered. Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau and
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Annette Becker have rightly noted that the circulation of propaganda ‘was not
just a vertical process but also a horizontal one, even, to some extent, a great
upsurge from below, sustained by a huge number of individuals’.9
This dynamic is illustrated in the reports written about New Zealand
soldiers throughout the war. Widespread exposure was given to the comments
of war correspondents such as the Englishman Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett, the
Australian Charles Bean and, to a lesser extent, the New Zealander Malcolm
Ross.10 These reports, which became revered within Anzac mythology, often
presented Anzac troops as colonial supermen: ‘The colonials are great, biglimbed athletes, with not a pound of superfluous flesh among the lot. They are
of amazing physique. No European nation possesses anything to compare with
them.’11
Such presentations of martial mythology both affirmed existing discourses
and met popular demand. Their widespread appearance in various media can
be understood as an effort to respond to existing expectations. Certainly The
Anzac Book, originally intended as a trench publication to bolster frontline
morale over Christmas, quickly sold over 104,000 copies and became a
household item in Australia and New Zealand.12
Aspects of wartime cultural narratives around soldiers and shirkers can be
tracked back through New Zealand history. As James Belich notes, ‘virtually
all the ingredients of the so-called ANZAC legend are clearly apparent in
colonial writing on the New Zealand Wars in the 1860s’.13 Even specific
elements can be detected; the nickname ‘Digger’, together with some of
its connotations of mateship and undomesticated masculinity, dates back to
before the mid-nineteenth century as a tag for the stereotypical character of
gumdiggers and goldminers across Australasia.14 The broad elements that
soldiers and shirkers would inherit became readily discernible in the 1890s as
a settler society acknowledged that it was becoming a settled society.15 As the
pioneer period was packed away and mythologised within collective memory,
two broad themes emerged from contemplation of how the pioneer past sat
with the modern world: an assertion of the continuity between contemporary
idealised masculine figures and past heroes; and a fin de siècle lament that
advancing civilisation would sap future generations of their forbears’ virtues
and produce Sybarites instead of Spartans.
Such sentiments and themes can, of course, be located across the modernising
world as societies saw their worlds remade. Many romantics responded to
the utilitarianism, industrialism, collectivisation, political compromises and
lifestyle changes modernisation wrought by painting a chivalric imagining of
a glorified past upon the modern landscape; a development which has been
described as a Return to Camelot.16 This gaze was also turned towards the
unmodern landscape, and the empire and the frontier became spaces where
instances of pure, heroic and virtuous individualism were observed and
celebrated. In examining the evolution of cultural constructs of masculinity
in the English-speaking world, Martin Crotty notes that bushmen, pioneers,
farmers, mounted policeman and cowboys ‘all provided an imaginative escape
from the effects of an effeminate civilisation and were employed as cultural
symbols in the construction of rugged masculinity’.17
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The promotion of a fresh, capable and manly New Zealand culture has
been recognised within historical scholarship, and is often covered alongside
notions of a staid and stuffy Britain. As John Nauright writes: ‘In the wider
context of British society in the Edwardian age, colonial successes gave
British observers [concerned about degeneration] some hope for the British
race.’18 Accounts of contemporary New Zealanders playing to this tune are
readily available. Editorials, for instance, spoke of ‘steadily deteriorating’
England where standards of fitness were falling as the population shifted from
the ‘wholesome influences of the country into already over-crowded towns’.
This was contrasted with the situation in the ‘young Dominion’ where ‘a very
large proportion of the population is leading “the simple life” in the country
… our towns are far less crowded and the conditions of life more wholesome
than those which prevail in the Old World’.19 These conceptions remained
powerful notions in national mythology for decades. Late into the interwar
period, the veteran soldier Ormond Burton sought to explain the differences
between British and New Zealand soldiers in analogous terms. Burton noted
that in England the ‘steady process of industrialization under the prevailing
conditions of capitalism’ was ‘destructive to the possibility of developing the
best life possible to the community at large’.20 Conversely, the New Zealand
environment was noted as offering good nutrition, a fondness of sport, an
absence of big cities and slums and an egalitarian education system which
functioned ‘to raise the general level of physique and intelligence’.21
Visions of a bold-hearted, physically robust, capable and plainspoken
masculinity formed a cherished part of national mythology in the years before
the Great War. One 1901 account claimed ‘there is warrior blood in the veins
of the pioneer settlers. They are the true descendants of the sea kings and
heroes.’22 This is little different from the tune of a 1930 history book which
claimed that ‘those men of yore were great men; they were giants with hearts
of oak and thews of steel’.23 Other accounts noted continuities between such
visions and contemporary figures; soldiers and sportsmen were presented as
icons of collective masculine identity and held as indicative of the cut of man
New Zealand could produce. This dynamic is apparent in media presentations
of the 1905 All Blacks tour.24 When a doctor asked a New Zealand soldier in the
Boer War why he was not killed when he fell off a bridge he replied, ‘oh, New
Zealanders are very tough’.25 Anna Stout returned the idea to Britain while on
tour in 1909, claiming in a letter to The Times that ‘we have no class of men
who are effeminate in dress or intellect or degenerate in morals, as in older
counties’.26 Others circulated variations on this theme within New Zealand.
Days after General Sir Ian Hamilton, the British general sent to review the
New Zealand Army who would later command the Dardanelles expedition,
arrived for his 1914 inspection, a cartoon depicted him praising New Zealand’s
‘capital’ ‘citizen army’.27
However, these visions of a New Zealand peopled by a hardy strain of
Briton existed alongside gloomier notions that material progress was working
to make citizens physically, intellectually and morally flabby.28 The New
Zealand Observer argued that Anna Stout’s aforementioned claim was ‘highfalutin’ balderdash’ and the ‘purest piffle’ that could be overturned by a search
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of New Zealand’s gaols and mental hospitals.29 Aside from the inevitable
inconsistencies in collective mythologies, apparent contradictions in the
conceptions that New Zealand possessed robust yet degenerating standards of
fitness can be reconciled by the notion that Britain represented a canary in the
mine; as modernity progressed, present British conditions could become future
New Zealand ones. Notions of high standards of fitness did not quell anxiety,
and pride in high standards went hand in hand with the anxiety of losing them.
This anxiety about just what the emerging modern environment might
bring or breed in post-pioneer New Zealand formed a recurring theme among
intellectual critics of modernity. This is readily apparent in some attitudes to
the coming urban environment, which was a problematic development given
that collective identity and mythology were heavily based around non-urban
landscapes and activities. The 1911 census revealed that the urban population
had overtaken the rural and that just under a third of the Pākehā population
resided in the four major urban centres: Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin and
Christchurch.30 Indeed, rapid urban growth had seen the number of Aucklanders
reach a 1911 high of 102,676, a total more than twice the 1891 figure of
51,287.31 In Dunedin, a Dr Findlay delivered a lecture on ‘urbanisation and
national decay’ which noted that urban life lowered the physical and mental
qualities of the people and promoted the fertility of the unfit.32 The inaugural
Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy at Otago University, Duncan
MacGregor, predicted an increase of undutiful delinquents as urbanisation
enabled the fertility of ‘degenerates’ to increase and eat ‘like a cancer into
the vitals of society.’33 Editorials contrasted the luxury, ease and comfort of
the city-bred against the unsapped virility and ‘warrior blood’ of the pioneer
settlers.34
Some went further and presented war as a sublime alternative that promoted
the development of great human and social virtues such as heroism, altruism
and solidarity between common citizens. Ideas of bourgeois material progress
as dissatisfying, decadent or degenerating were often nudged along with
implicit or explicit social Darwinist philosophies which presented conflict as
part of a natural process whereby fitter nations/races/individuals triumphed
over weaker ones. How many (or, more likely, how few) New Zealanders had
their noses buried in the works of George Sorel, Heinrich von Treitschke and
Fredrick Nietzsche is unknown, but the broad themes of this intellectual milieu
are apparent. During the Boer War, one editor noted:
If there are horrors of War, are there not also horrors of Peace? — mean, crawling
horrors of treachery, lechery, cheating and lies; sleek and smug villains rolling in
carriages paid for with the blood of tears, and unspeakable agonies and degradations of
the poor; a sycophantic and lick-spittle generation, amongst which a big bank balance is
accepted as the most convincing proof of private and public worth … to give one’s life
in battle, a willing sacrifice for one’s country or race, should not be regarded as though
it were the climax of human misfortune. The loyalty to duty, the perfect love of honour
that casted out fear, the enthusiastic self-devotion to comrades in the hour of extreme
peril, the enduring faith in the principles of truth and justice, which counts the world
well lost for the privilege of dying for the right — this is the life that exalteth a nation,
the life of the soul and spirit.35
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George Thomson’s hauntingly portentous parliamentary speech made
during the 1909 defence reforms lamented that ‘the chivalrous spirit is passing
away’; the ‘second generation’ of New Zealanders was ‘not nearly so hard or
so given to hard work and to self sacrifice as the pioneers. … I hope the day
will soon come when every young man will acknowledge that it is not only
his duty but his privilege to serve his country in military matters, and that
every young man who shirks that duty will be looked upon with contempt.’36
These sentiments, tinged with the period’s culture of duty, discipline and
reprimand, foreshadowed the venomous invective that would be unleashed
during wartime.
Indeed the notion that war benefited civic health possessed a momentum
which continued into the war itself. Malcolm Ross, having reported on the war
for two years and thus unable to claim ignorance of the effects of battle on men,
wrote of it as bringing salvation. Ross claimed that ‘a great prosperity and a
long peace were leading the nation slowly but surely towards a carelessness if
not disastrous decadence’, which contrasted with the ‘stratum of solid purpose
and idealism’ the war had brought about.37 These two conceptions of how postpioneering New Zealand was developing are captured in Ken Ballantyne’s
cartoon Our Rising Generation (fig.1). Here the praise of General Hamilton’s
military inspection is contrasted with the medical inspector’s (Dr Elizabeth
Gunn) stated concerns regarding youth malnutrition. The image of a robust
young man standing beside a weedy, bespectacled youth illustrates our two,
soon to be mobilised, stereotypes. The figures, referencing capacities for
martial prowess, are unambiguously contrasted against each other — these
features were retained in the wartime adaptations.

Figure 1: Our Rising Generation
Source: New Zealand Free Lance, 30 May 1914, p.3
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Amongst the responses that greeted the outbreak of the war in New Zealand
was the notion that New Zealand men would assert their martial prowess, for
which their backgrounds had supposedly equipped them. In a repetition of
the type of discourse of colonial masculinity long fostered by commentators
within and beyond New Zealand, the English correspondent Ashmead-Bartlett
remarked of the Anzacs that ‘I had no idea such a race of giants existed in the
twentieth-century’.38 Others added a dose of modernism and urbanisation into
the Arcadian mix, describing New Zealand troops as ‘tall, broad, deep-chested,
heavy-limbed … accustomed to hard living out of doors, with the keen eyesight
of the countryman and the alertness of the townsman’.39 Mentally, too, the New
Zealand soldier was described as possessing a distinctive shape. The collective
stereotype, given the nom de guerre of ‘the silent division’, was summarised in
a post-war account:
With a highly developed sense of esprit de corps, the troops generally impressed the
outsider as stern dour and grim. On the march the cheerful and spontaneous gaiety of
the English regiments was conspicuous by its absence. The undemonstrative reception
of battalions returning after notable achievements suggested to an English observer the
not inapt name of ‘The Silent Division.’ Characteristic too was a deep-rooted aversion
to anything savouring of ostentation and ‘swank’. 40

This archetype of robust, clannish men, uneasy with high degrees of
formality and distrustful of ceremony around rank is a clear continuation of
pre-war ideals.
New Zealand soldiers were also presented as possessing skill sets developed
in the colonial environment. Some of these talents were directly attributed to
a ‘pioneering heritage’, others to modern activities, such as sport and other
outdoor pursuits, thought to have preserved this legacy. Consequently, the idea
that New Zealand’s citizen army successfully exchanged outdoorsmanship for
war became common currency. Days before the British entry into the war, one
of New Zealand’s largest newspapers claimed that New Zealand men were
particularly well prepared for soldiering:
The average young New Zealander — and this remark applies especially to the young
New Zealander who lives in the country — is half a soldier before he is enrolled. He
is physically strong, intellectually keen, anxious to be led though being what he is will
not brook being driven a single inch. Quick to learn his drill, easily adapting to the
conditions of life in camp since camping usually is his pastime and very loyal to his
leaders when those leaders know their job. 41

With the start of the fighting, correspondents reported that New Zealand
troops lifted the enemy on the end of their bayonets and hurled them over
their heads ‘as though they were using hayforks’.42 Among the patriotic piano
music produced by local enthusiasts was Ye Sons of New Zealand, whose lyrics
translated rural virtue into martial capacity.
We come from the farm and the orchard, We come from the bush and the field,
We lay down the axe and the ploughshare, The weapons of death to wield.
When England’s foes creep around her, We make it our business to tell,
That when they attack the old lion, They must deal with the cubs as well.43
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Sporting prowess formed another major subject that was woven into wartime
mythology and provides a second example of how notions of a distinctive
masculinity, imbued with particular qualities and skill sets, was mobilised in
wartime. As in the pre-war dynamic, a common mythology linked success
on both the battlefield and the sports field, and is indicative of how modern
activities were imagined to have become receptacles of an older heritage.44
The links between idealised masculinity, sporting ability and military prowess
were thus mobilised with sportsmen playing the ‘greater game’.45 There were
claims that cricket players made excellent bomb throwers, the overarm bowl
translating well to the task of accurately hurling grenades; curiously, such
depictions can be found in war art collections (fig.2).46 According to Dr Alfred
Newman, the MP for Wellington (and not coincidentally also the president
of the New Zealand Rugby Football Union), men who played football were
‘naturally quick, fine fighters with the bayonet … this football acquired
quickness was of immense value … it enabled them to get in their stab first’.47
Among the ephemera produced for a 1914 Queen’s carnival was the image of
an All Black translated into a soldier. The stances and action are the same in
both images; the uniforms change and a ball is exchanged for bayonet, but in
both cases the opposition is beaten (fig.3). A short story from a fundraising
volume tells of a frontline soldier at Gallipoli imagining an assault on Turkish
trenches as a return to his rugby days. Hence, as the fighting begins ‘the game
gripped him’, and the piece ends with the soldier on a stretcher having gone
‘down in the scrum’. Possibly mortally wounded, he asks his bearers ‘did
we get that goal?’ Receiving an affirmative, the soldier closes his eyes and
announces ‘had the best game of my life, to-day’.48

Figure 2: Cartoon — cricket and grenade throwing by Geoffrey Stobie, 1918
Source: AAAC 898 NCWA Q549, Archives New Zealand, The Department of
Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua
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Figure 3: The Great Game
Source: The Carnival Book: Cartoons and Sketches of the Queen Carnival, the
Taking of Samoa and the Dardanelles, Wellington, 1915, p.36

A second demonstration of making myths out of pieces of the past and
characteristics deemed to be shared by soldiers is evidenced in portrayals of the
2227 Māori and 485 Pacific Islanders who served in the Māori contingent and
its subsequent incarnations.49 Māori soldiers were associated with a somewhat
exotic but identifiable version of the Anzac ethos, based on the myth that they
were members of a martial race. It has been noted that this myth ‘did not simply
materialize on the eve of war’, but instead arose from ‘an ideological melting
pot of Māori tradition, Victorian concepts of race, and the British classification
of colonial groups’.50 It found voice in Apirana Ngata’s declaration that Māori
were, like their Pākehā brothers, naturally half soldiers: ‘In regard to some of
the minor requirements of a soldier the Maori is naturally well equipped. He
is a natural scout, and in the matter of commissariat he is unsurpassed in this
country; and if it comes to roughing it and campaigning I should say from my
reading that in regard to at least 50 per cent of the requirements of the soldier
he is very well equipped.’51
Such ideas resurfaced as the possibility of a Māori contingent was debated
and as troops were mustered, trained and shipped to war. When the decision
to allow Māori to enlist was announced, one reporter explained that Māori
were fired to go to war because ‘fighting comes as naturally to them as singing
to a bird’.52 The cartoonist Trevor Lloyd acknowledged the news by linking
contemporary events with an imagining of a classical Māori war party. Modern
Māori, off to find ‘Te Kaiser’, were presented, in a decidedly unmodern state,
as embodying martial traditions and a warrior heritage (fig.4). Māori soldiers
travelling to the Dardanelles were implored to ‘prove yourselves worthy
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descendants of your ancestors, and also of the glorious military traditions of
your race’.53An account of a haka to mark the deployment of Māori troops
took the opportunity to make use of the mythic qualities of the location, adding
Māori as another layer in the strata of Dardanelle epics:
As the weird cries of the rhythmic beating of the feet upon the Turkish soil ceased, the
mind ranged back a few thousand years and conjured up visions of the Armadas that
have sailed these seas and the armies that have traversed these lands. The ghosts of the
great dead seemed to rise again and march before us — Xerxes and Alexander, Hector
and Helen, Achilles and Lysander, with many more famous in song and story. And now
the coming of the Maori!54

Figure 4: Where Te Kaiser?
Source: Auckland Weekly News, 24 September 1914, p.46
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Established notions of martial Māori also featured in modern imaginings of
combat. For instance, Walter Bowring’s depiction of Māori warriors dominating
many times their number of surrendering Turkish troops juxtaposed traditional
elements with a contemporary scenario (fig.5). The size of the figures, the
ferocity of expressions and the presence of traditional items all referenced
conceptions of an instinctive genius for war. Meanwhile the modern equipment
and situation — rifles, uniforms and Turkish opponents — indicated that this
propensity had been redirected since the New Zealand Wars. As a 1915 fund
raising book noted, half a century previously Pākehā and Māori had fought
against each other, but now, working together, they were ‘winning a reputation
for soldierly qualities second to none … not surprising when you consider that
the Maori was the most skilled, as well as the bravest, of the fighters the British
army ever met’.55 Such ideas were cemented in post-war histories. LieutenantColonel Sleeman’s volume claimed that ‘in the world’s history no greater
warrior race ever existed than the Maoris. A chivalrous enemy with magnificent
traditions.’56 Likewise, James Cowan’s popular history The Maoris in the Great
War noted: ‘That the young Maori was no degenerate softened by the peaceful
life was quickly made manifest when the first contingent went into action at
Gallipoli in 1915. Not merely were the native New Zealanders superior to all
the coloured troops — a distinguished General said that the famous Gurkhas
were but children compared with the Maoris — but they proved superior to
many of the white troops in directions which suited the genius of the race.’57

Figure 5: The Maoris at Gallipoli
Source: New Zealand Free Lance, 23 December 1915, p.9
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The comment ‘no degenerate softened by the peaceful life’ is revealing. As
it suggests, assertions of martial pride often worked in tandem with notions of
shame. In the same manner that martial narratives often appropriated pioneer
heritage and outdoorsmanship, the shirker inherited the socio-cultural anxiety
around modern degeneration. He is often equipped with modern fashion
accessories such as a boater, a bowtie, a cane and cigarettes — a newfangled
consumable which contrasted nicely to the mature, patriarchal air of the pipe.58
His visibly civilian attire and elaborate dress, so different from the ascetic
quality of the soldier’s uniform, implied a want of thrift and a general failure
to ‘roll up sleeves’. His, near invariably, slouched posture and constitutional
weakness (often alluded to by the presence of spectacles) measured even
more poorly against the robust physique of the soldier. In many depictions
the shirker’s cowardice and undutiful nature were tagged by faddist religious
pamphlets, radical political tracts, sporting results or faux genteel expressions:
‘bally’, ‘blanketty’, ‘what ho’.59 While shirker conceptions asserted that
shirkers lacked the dutiful masculinity soldiers were depicted as embodying,
they also possessed a flexibility which allowed them to be tailored. Therefore,
the shirker might take the form of a foppish urbanite, a lazy worker, a political
radical, a faddist, a drunk or a gambler.
That the soldier and the shirker functioned as an orthodox lesson in what to
be and what not to be is well illustrated in a cartoon captioned The Man Who
Went and the Man Who Stayed at Home. In it the figure of a wounded soldier
recovering in his sweetheart’s arms is juxtaposed with a solitary dandyish
figure, adorned with the standard props (fig.6). As in the renowned ‘Daddy,
what did you do in the Great War?’ poster, the downcast impression of the
man who stayed at home shows his material comfort and physical security
to be a poor compensation for the admiration the man who went has won.
Moreover, the soldier’s service appears to have provided a path to marriage
and the possibility of a family. Conversely, the shirker’s isolation and troubled

Figure 6: The Man Who Went and the Man Who Stayed at Home
Source: New Zealand Free Lance, December 1915 (Christmas annual), pp.22–23
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gaze hint that he has doomed himself to being an outsider. Such dichotomous
oppositions of the outcomes of a man’s wartime choices suggested to the
viewer that while men might have two options — to serve or not to serve —
only one was the ‘correct’ one.
From 1915 onwards, graphic lessons in the rights and wrongs of manhood
took up increased space within the public sphere. The demand for a fit,
motivated and responsive citizenry lent credibility and urgency to pre-war
social anxieties about fitness. Shirker discourse flourished as news of the deaths
at Gallipoli raised awareness of the degree of manpower that might be required.
Paul Baker’s work on the New Zealand conscription debate demonstrated how
growing social concern about shirkers eroded faith in volunteering and built
support for compulsion.60 It was at this time that Alfred Averill, the Anglican
Bishop of Auckland, observed ‘a very strong public opinion that all single
eligible men between 20 and 40 years of age should offer their services’ and that
‘those who failed to do so should be regarded and treated as shirkers’.61 More
spectacular was the intensification of an authoritarian streak in New Zealand
public culture and a trend for increasingly militarised rhetoric about how footdragging and shirking should be treated. Hence, Captain Chaplin Sullivan told
his audience of Young Methodists that they were ‘morally obliged to fight the
shirker … to the last trench’.62 The Bay of Plenty Times escalated the threat,
suggesting that ‘if a man at the front shirks his job or strikes, the penalty is
death, and so it should be for every shirker at home’.63 Such messages recurred
throughout the war, as the casualty lists mounted and more and more civilians
were required to become soldiers. By the end of the war, this logic had seen
roughly one-tenth of New Zealand’s total population shipped overseas.64
The shirker discourse proved to be highly versatile when it came to those
sectors of society presented as being less than fully committed to the war effort.
For instance, when the issue of whether the clergy should be exempt from
military service became heated during 1917, Truth depicted a wounded soldier
asking an effete, bespectacled and obviously hesitant clergyman whether he
would ‘man the trenches or dally with the wenches’.65 The accompanying
poem furthered the image of those out of uniform as unmanly:
He’ll address empty benches,
But bars digging trenches,
He’ll preach while other blokes bleed.
The spirit is willing,
Till it comes to the killing.
The poor flesh is then weak indeed.66

Likewise, in the face of resistance to enlistment from sectors of Māoridom
— notably in areas affected by the aftermath of the New Zealand Wars such as
Taranaki, the King Country, Waikato and the Urewera — pre-war conceptions
of Māori as a declining and dying race were supplemented with shirking
tropes.67 The Auckland Star reported that Māori kingship ‘breathes nothing of
the fierce fighting spirit of old Potatau and Tawhiao, but of effeminate, ease
loving buffoonery’ with young men ‘slouched about with hands in pockets,
and cigarettes in mouth in striking contrast to the well set up, alert, and drilled
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company of young fighting men from Narrow Neck [an army training camp
used for Māori troops]’.68
Comparable notions of degeneration were circulated within imagery linked
to C1 status. Upon enlisting, men’s fitness was graded: A grades were fit for
active service, B grades were deemed able to become fit by medical attention,
C1 were likely to become fit with special training, C2 were judged fit as home
guardsmen and D grades were deemed permanently unfit for any service. The
collision of pre-war notions of fitness with wartime developments is observable
in postcard presentations of C1 recruits as embodying the established tropes of
deteriorated masculinity: slothful stance, spectacles, poor posture, disorderly
hair and an ill-worn uniform (fig.7).69
Lastly, depictions of conscientious objectors and militant labour as disloyal
and/or degenerate shirkers had been honed in the pre-war tensions around
compulsory military training and the Great Strike in 1913.70 During 1914–
1918 these conceptions mobilised conventional assumptions about fit and unfit
masculinity to explain the actions of men who would not fight. Indeed, character
studies of objectors often depicted them as the very incarnation of modern
degeneration; as men who had
grown physically soft and become
incapable of raising higher ideals
and principles above the pursuit
of material comforts. ‘He is
afraid of discomfort, he is afraid
of risk, he is afraid of death. …
He bears upon him all the marks
of the degenerate. He has an ill
balanced head and no chin. The
empty grin of vanity is on his face
… he gladly accepts the sacrifices
of others, as one who has got
something for nothing.’71Another
piece of commentary noted that:
‘The
average
conscientious
objector of our acquaintance is
a bilious youth to which a free
ocean voyage should come as a
pick me up of the highest value
… we should have imagined that
any ordinary, sensible and loyal
citizen would be only too glad
to see the back of a degenerate
offspring, who, soured by I.W.W.
sedition, refused to do his duty to
his country.’72
Figure 7: A C1 Recruit
Source: Mathew Pomeroy Collection
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The impact of such slurs can be difficult to quantify. As Pierre Purseigle
asks in relation to the biting humour of wartime French and British societies,
‘how many … “home-front heroes” were left stony-faced as they looked at
the[se] sly portraits of themselves’?73 Although a precise answer is elusive, the
disapproval contained within condemnations of shirkers is not an ephemeral
piece of cultural archaeology. Rather, these judgements should be considered
as powerful features of a cultural mythology which distinguished the worthy
from the unworthy, part of the way that shame functioned historically to, as
Barbara Brookes has put it, ‘patrol the borders of normality’.74 Historians need
to take such comic figures (and the ideas behind them) seriously.
Certainly public engagement with these ideas of worthiness and unworthiness
was too deep and sustained to be simply explained away as constructs of
the media or politicians. The soldiers who enlisted and died were the sons,
husbands, brothers, fathers and sweethearts of New Zealanders. Patriotism
and propaganda were consequently underwritten, backed and augmented by
the intimate emotional links forged between the homefront and the frontlines.
Defence Minister James Allen observed anti-shirker sentiment as primarily
located ‘amongst returned soldiers, and the relatives of kith and kin of those
who have gone’; an assessment more recent commentators have agreed with.75
This lent a populist quality to the question of how the social body should bear
the tax on lives. As Chaplain-Captain Angus MacDonald put it in a public
address, ‘do you know anything of contempt, of scorn? If you do, show it.
Show it to the man who stays at home whilst your son goes out, perhaps to give
up his life to save him.’76
Whether or not the masses heard this speech, conceptions of men failing to
commit to the war effort certainly stirred public outrage whilst illustrating the
conventional assumption that those who were not enlisting represented the worst
of modern life. A hint of this is revealed in letters to the editor on ‘the shirker
question’ which both offered solutions for reform and relished the thought of
retribution. For instance, ‘Belfast’ observed ‘the contemptible crowd on Friday
night, young chaps, dressed up in the latest styles of clothes I presume, collar
and cuffs, cigarette in mouth, gaping and glaring and looking for ‘tarts’ (as
they designate girls) … I would like to poke a few of them with my bayonet’.77
‘Spartan Woman’ suggested that ‘useless males’ should be ‘enrolled, made to
wear petticoats and sent out to domestic service’.78 ‘Gunner’ claimed that men
willing to let others fight in their stead were ‘cowardly undesirable specimens
of manhood’.79 ‘Old Soldier’ noted that:
Military training on the Army lines very often hardens some of the aforementioned
specie, and converts them into men. I have seen some very fair results. I would ask
some of the clerks of Auckland whether they would prefer to carry the stigma of
coward through life (and worse, have it known to their children), or accept the golden
opportunity of being changed into a man? ... In the army they show you where your
chest should be, how to walk, how to look a man in the eyes when you talk to him.80

Other writers went further than angry outbursts against anonymous figures.
Examination of the context and results of such shaming indicates the operation
of potent social forces. An official complaint was lodged and upheld when
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a teacher at Hawera Main School labelled a pupil a shirker for the result of
his diction test.81 Archives New Zealand holds numerous records of citizens
informing the Defence Department of cases they believed constituted shirking.82
The correlations between smaller localities and longer lists of names as well
as the connections between accusations and pre-war animosities have been
observed.83 Additionally a number of records indicate accusations levelled
at more intimate targets. New Zealanders also charged their neighbours,
associates and, in at least one case, their brothers as shirkers.84
Still more indicative of the potency of shirking ideologies is their place in
provoking violent social reactions, building support for conscription and in
justifying harsh treatment of dissenters.85 One case illustrating the use of casual
and unofficial violence saw a man launch a ‘brutal and unprovoked’ assault
upon a chance acquaintance that he deemed as shirking, which led to the death
of the latter. Also enlightening is how judicial sympathy saw the consequential
sentence set as 18 months for manslaughter, with the judge advising that an
appeal might see a reduction of the sentence.86 The introduction of conscription
in mid-1916 eventually saw the imprisonment of hundreds of conscientious
objectors for refusing service after being balloted, and reactions to charges that
some objectors had suffered substantial physical abuses while incarcerated are
also revealing of public attitudes.87 Indeed the idea of the use of punitive force
on ‘shirkers’ met with strong approval from some quarters. The predominant
attitudes noted objectors/shirkers as fickle, claimed that force was necessary to
discipline them, argued that they would conform once they realised they would
not be accommodated, or simply noted that they only had themselves to blame.
The Rangitikei Advocate argued that ‘since the shirker was little better than an
animal humane punishment had no effect on him’.88 According to ‘Gentleman
Bill’ the objectors ‘deserved far more than they received’.89 The Free Lance
added that ‘It is hoped there will be no snivelling, canting protests against the
way the lazy, cowardly so-called “conscientious objectors” are being treated
by the military authorities’.90
The ideological foundations underlying wartime conceptions of soldiers
and shirkers extended beyond the period 1914–1918. In the same manner that
entry to the war saw a mobilisation of existing cultural perceptions, the war’s
aftermath saw a continued public engagement with these conceptions. Indeed
the home front’s imagining of the Great War experience became a prime
receptacle for the traditional archetypes of colonial masculinity, with wartime
motifs and experiences forming new pegs for old coats. This is evident within
the first generation of official and popular histories. Fred Waite’s volume on
the Gallipoli campaign, for instance, concluded by extending the trajectory of
pioneer to soldier to interwar man. Future New Zealanders were, therefore,
urged to emulate the example of the Anzacs and to ‘follow in the footsteps of
the early pioneers’.91 Likewise, Colonel Stewart’s volume observed that: ‘From
a young and virile people, predominantly agricultural, highly intelligent, of
unusually fine physique, a race of horsemen farmers musterers athletes and
Rugby footballers, it was only to be expected that its manhood, already subject
to a compulsory system of military training, should yield sterling material for
the purpose of war.’92
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History books written decades after 1918 highlighted the connections
between the qualities of the pioneers and soldiers of the Great War. In such
texts, when the call to arms came, ‘the sturdy sons of the old pioneers, the boys
of the bulldog breed, quickly answered the call, and in the spirit of their fathers
marched away’.93 Others set the ideology in stone. In his relief sculpture for
the Wellington cenotaph Richard Gross gave much space to the image of
outdoorsmen responding to the call to arms. The panel depicts men pausing
from ploughing and digging and leaving saddles, axes, animals and a wooded
grove to become soldiers (fig.8).94 Significantly this ethos spread beyond the
official tomes, tombs and lessons to become part of the more banal weave of
the social fabric. As the pioneers had been co-opted into Anzac mythology,
now the Anzacs were co-opted into new myths, with archetypes and qualities
ascribed to interwar heroes. Take for example the rhetoric around the success
of the Invincibles (the 1924 All Black team): ‘The New Zealand soldier on
the heights of Gallipoli and on the flooded fields of Flanders of 1914–18 is
the New Zealand Rugby footballer of 1924, who is equally distinguished for
gallantry, deportment and demeanour in Great Britain.’95

Figure 8: Panel from the Wellington Cenotaph
Source: Author’s collection

Moreover, apprehensions around the impacts of modernity continued to see
degenerate antitypes contrasted to masculine ideals. In the post-war world, this
debate referenced wartime experiences and, as it had during wartime, tended
towards taking soldiers as the obvious embodiment of a dutiful, disciplined
and robust masculinity against which antitypes were unfavourably contrasted.
One 1925 government report on public health stated, in eugenically slanted
terms, that: ‘The Great War revealed that from their [the pioneers] loins have
sprung some of the finest men the world has ever seen. … It also revealed that
an inferior strain had crept in. ... Surely our aim should be to prevent, as far as
possible, the multiplication of the latter type.’96
In school lessons as well, the contrast between courageous, dutiful and
self-sacrificing behaviour was measured against the shirker who lacked such
virtues. ‘In the trenches … men were judged by their manly qualities alone.
Here was no place for the coward, or the shirker, or the selfish man who thought
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only of himself. The man who found favour with his comrades was he who was
prepared to do his duty at all times, and to stand by his companions, even at the
risk of his own life.’97
The continuation of these notions in the post-war world is indicative of how
these conceptions represent a deeper cultural dialogue concerning the state of
masculinity in New Zealand; a growing body of research clearly demonstrates
that issues around national health and standards of fitness remained prominent
for decades.98 Wartime discourse might therefore be meaningfully read as
reflecting distinctive circumstances which lent increased relevance and
intensity to existing concerns regarding the fitness and civic spirit of modern
men. The contextualisation of soldiers and shirkers as crystallised versions
of existing cultural conceptions, familiar images and established debates adds
complexity to the relationship between New Zealand society and commitment
to the war effort. Indeed recognising wartime incarnations as belonging to a
wider context, holding a broader familiarity and speaking to deeper cultural
sentiments might help us understand the power these ideas possessed. Rather
than instances of imposed propaganda, these models were intimately linked
with the New Zealand society which entered and fought the Great War.
Wellington
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